Our services include:

About Guard The Flock
Guard The Flock, LLC serves Texas churches by
helping them to establish and/or train member
volunteer safety teams that are responsible for the
safety, security, and welfare of their congregation
during times of worship and other church
activities.











Campus Safety and Security Assessment
Safety Team Basic Training
Security Team Basics
Training Scenarios and Drills
First Aid, CPR and AED
Advanced Bleeding Control
Advanced First Aid
Emergency Medical Response
Safety Team Policies, Procedures and Safety
Plans

Troy Perry is a former Master Peace Officer,
Harris County Deputy Sheriff (Patrol Division),
Gang Investigator, and Texas Police Instructor.
He has a Bachelor’s Degree in Organizational
Leadership and a Master’s Degree in Strategic
Leadership. Troy is a Master Facilitator and
dynamic public speaker with over 20 years of
learning and development experience in both the
public and private sectors. He currently serves as
the Ministry Director for the Emergency Response
Team at Kingsland Baptist Church in Katy, Texas.

Safety Teams in
Churches

The Body of Christ ensuring the safety,
security, and welfare of the Body of Christ

Guard yourselves and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit
has made you overseers.
Acts 20:28a

Phone:
E-mail:
Website:

(832) 930-7944
troy@guardtheflock.org
guardtheflock.org

Why Do We Need Safety Teams in Churches?
The overwhelming majority of churches in the
United States are not prepared for an
emergency situation occurring on their
campus. Lack of preparedness can result in
confusion and a delay in response to a critical
incident. Depending on the severity of the
incident, this confusion and delayed response
could result in substantial injury or loss of life.
There are a number of potential risks that
churches face:


Medical Emergencies - diabetic
emergencies, heart attacks, stroke, falls



Fire



Severe Weather - flash flooding,
tornados, etc.



Security - active attacker, disturbances,
robbery, etc.

A Safety Team is a ministry of the church
consisting of a group of volunteer members
who are specially trained to respond in
emergency situations. The Safety Team also
serves as a deterrent to criminal activity by
monitoring the campus grounds for suspicious
persons and/or activity. Finally, the Safety
Team members serve as the liaison between
the church and emergency services responding
to an incident on campus.
At Guard The Flock, we prefer the term Safety
Team over the term Security Team because,
when properly trained, the team is prepared to
respond to a variety of emergency situations,
including security related incidents.

MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
Minor first aid incidents and
medical emergencies can happen at
any time. A key benefit of a Safety
Team is ensuring that there is
always someone ready to respond
who is properly trained in basic first aid and life
saving techniques. In many medical emergencies,
response time and proper stabilizing care can be
the difference between life and death.

FIRE
Despite the fact that most
churches have numerous fire
extinguishers positioned
throughout their campuses, many
people are not familiar with their
proper operation. This is another area where a
properly trained Safety Team member could
make the difference between a fire that can be
quickly contained and extinguished, and one that
gets out of control.
In cases where a fire has spread beyond
containment, a quick and orderly evacuation can
save lives. Beyond posting signs with evacuation
routes and emergency exits, the Safety Team
helps facilitate an evacuation by controlling the
flow of the crowd and directing them to the
nearest safe exit and muster point.
The Safety Team also facilitates the reunion of
separated family members and, if appropriate,
the orderly reentry into the facility.

SEVERE WEATHER
Severe weather has the potential to
create catastrophic events with very
little warning. In these types of events
it is critical to quickly get people to a
safe place. Because these types of
events are extremely rare in certain
parts of Texas, many churches do not
have designated and marked severe weather shelter
locations within their facilities. In cases of a severe
weather incident, the Safety Team facilitates the
appropriate response (shelter in place, movement
into a designated shelter area, etc.).

CRIMINAL ACTIVITY AND ACTIVE ATTACKERS
The tragic truth is that critical incidents
such as mass shootings, homicides and
SECURITY robberies on church campuses has risen
dramatically over the past two decades.
Property crimes such as burglary and
theft are also common. Recent changes
to Texas law allows churches to form member
volunteer Safety Teams. A well trained Safety Team
serves as a deterrent to criminal activity during
church activities and is the first line of defense
against an active attacker or other criminal activity.

